[A method for delineation of domains in proteins based on refolding free energy--application to continuous and discontinuous domains].
Domain is a protein architecture in a subunit. It might be defined as a basic unit for structure, function, folding, evolution and design. Different combinations of domains lead to the formation of various tertiary structures with various functions for proteins. The delineation of domains for a protein is important both conceptually and practically, which remains up to date a challenging and unsolved problem. Based on the above definition, a method was previously proposed based on refolding free energy to define continuous domains in proteins. By constructing a residue-residue contact matrix, using correspondence analysis, and then selecting optimal partition function of a protein according to refolding free energy and some empirical scoring functions, a new computer program, PDOM, was developed, which was applicable to both continuous and discontinuous domains. When compared with the manual partition results reported by crystallographers, PDOM has achieved an accuracy of 76% on a test data set including 55 protein structures frequently used. The differences in 13 proteins between PDOM, literature as well as SCOP have been discussed extensively.